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Abstract—Open Directory Project (ODP) has been successfully
utilized in text classification due to its representation ability of
various categories. However, ODP includes a limited number
of entities, which play an important role in classification tasks.
In this paper, we enrich the semantics of ODP categories with
Probase entities. To effectively incorporate Probase entities in
ODP categories, we first represent each ODP category and
Probase entity in terms of concepts. Next, we measure the
semantic relevance between an ODP category and a Probase
entity based on the concept vector. Finally, we use Probase entity
to enrich the semantics of the ODP categories. Our experimental
results show that the proposed methodology exhibits a significant
improvement over state-of-the-art techniques in the ODP-based
text classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Text classification is the task of automatically assigning
text to one or more categories. It plays an important role
in many applications, such as contextual advertising [1], [2],
web search personalization [3], and personalized curation
system [4]. To capture various topics in arbitrary texts, text
classification requires a sufficiently large taxonomy of topical
categories [5] and a large amount of training data for each
category.

In large-scale text classification, several studies [1], [2],
[5] have utilized Open Directory Project (ODP)1 due to its
representation ability of various categories. The ODP contains
approximately one million categories and millions of web
pages, pre-classified into ODP categories. It is a large-scale
web directory built by human editors. However, manually
constructed knowledge bases exhibit a limited semantic in-
formation [6]. Especially the ODP suffers from the scarcity of
entities, which may degrade the ODP-based text classification.

An entity is a distinctly identifiable “thing”, e.g., a specific
person, event, or place, and is important to understand text
[7], [8]. For example, given text “I searched for Galaxy Nexus
spec”, “Galaxy Nexus” is the most important evidence that this
text is relevant to cellular phone-related topics. However, be-
cause there is no information about the entity “Galaxy Nexus”
in the ODP, the ODP-based classifier would misclassify the
text into the ODP category /Science/../Galaxies.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to enrich the
semantics of ODP categories with entities, which facilitates
the effectiveness of the ODP-based classification. To enrich
ODP categories with entities, we leverage a knowledge base

1https://curlie.org

called Probase2. Probase is a probabilistic knowledge base
and it contains millions of entities and concepts. One of
the advantages of Probase is that in comparison with the
well-known knowledge bases, such as WordNet3 or Yago4,
it has high taxonomy coverage5 of texts, which enables it to
understand the semantic meaning of the text more thoroughly
[9]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to combine the two well-known knowledge bases, ODP and
Probase, for the ODP-based text classification.

Figure 1 provides an overview of our methodology. To
enrich the semantics of ODP categories with Probase entities,
we first represent ODP categories and Probase entities in
terms of concepts (refer to 1© and 2© in Figure 1). Next, we
measure the semantic relevance between the ODP category
and the Probase entity using concept representations (refer to
3© in Figure 1). We compute the semantic relevance for all

categories and re-scale this scores as a probability. Finally,
based on the probability, we add the entity into the top-k
related ODP categories (refer to 4© in Figure 1).

To illustrate our methodology, we assume that there is a
Probase entity “Galaxy Nexus”. We represent “Galaxy Nexus”
with concepts, such as “phone” or “cellular phone”. Similarly,
we represent each ODP category with concepts, e.g., the
ODP category /Shopping/.../Cellular Phone with concepts,
such as “phone” or “cellular phone”. Next, we measure the
semantic relevance between the “Galaxy Nexus” and each
ODP category, utilizing concept representations. Finally, we
add the “Galaxy Nexus” into the top-k related ODP cate-
gories, e.g., the phone-related ODP categories, such as /Shop-
ping/.../Cellular Phone, based on the relevance score.

The technical contributions of our work are summarized as
follows:

• We improve the ODP-based text classification by en-
riching the semantics of ODP categories with Probase
entities.

• We propose a new approach to represent each ODP
category and Probase entity as a concept representation
to measure the semantic relevance between an ODP
category and a Probase entity.

2https://concept.research.microsoft.com
3https://wordnet.princeton.edu
4http://www.yago-knowledge.org
5The taxonomy coverage means that how much the taxonomy contains at

least one term.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Our Methodology

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology
by evaluating the classification performance. The results
clearly show that our methodology significantly outper-
forms current state-of-the-art techniques.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we introduce knowledge bases and the classification
framework adopted from the work [1], [10]. We then describe
our proposed methodology in Sections III, IV and V. We show
and analyze the performance results in Section VI. We discuss
related work in Section VII and conclude in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Probase

Probase in Figure 2 is an automatically constructed knowl-
edge base, built with linguistic patterns derived from bil-
lions of web pages. Probase contains millions of entities
and concepts and formalized relationships between entities
and their enclosing concept classes with their co-occurrence
frequency, e.g., entity “Galaxy Nexus” and concept “smart-
phone”. Probase data are publicly available; thus, many re-
searchers have utilized this knowledge base for tasks including
text conceptualization [11], [12], short text classification [13]
and taxonomy construction [6].

B. Open Directory Project

ODP in Figure 3 is a large-scale web directory built by
human editors. It contains approximately one million ODP
categories and millions of web pages pre-classified into cate-
gories. The ODP categories have a hierarchical structure; there
is an IS-A relationship between a parent and a child category.
ODP data are publicly available; thus, it is widely applied to
various research areas, such as web classification [5], [10],
contextual advertising [1], [2], and personalized curation [4].

C. ODP-based Classification

We employ [1] for constructing the ODP-based text classi-
fier. The ODP is a large-scale web directory built by human
editors. The ODP categories have a hierarchical structure,

Fig. 2. (a) Structure of Probase

Fig. 3. (b) Structure of ODP

which has IS-A relationship between a parent and a child
category [1], [14]. To train the ODP-based text classifier, we
compute the centroid

−−→
µ(t) of ODP category t by averaging all

term vectors across all ODP documents as follows:
−−→
µ(t) =

1

|Dt|
∑
d∈Dt

−−→
v(d), (1)

where Dt is a set of ODP documents in ODP category t

and
−−→
v(d) is a weighted vector represented as a tf-idf value.

However, some ODP categories have the data sparsity prob-



lem, since 58% of categories have less than five texts that
classified into themselves [1]. Therefore, we employ [1], [10]
that has merged the centroid vector −→µ (t) of the ancestor and
descendant ODP categories to build a classifier. As a result, it
alleviate the data sparsity problem in the ODP.

III. REPRESENTING SHARED SEMANTICS OF ODP
CATEGORY AND PROBASE ENTITY

In this paper, we enrich the semantics of ODP categories
with Probase entities, which facilitates the effectiveness of
the ODP-based classification. To do so, we add semantically
related Probase entities to ODP categories by measuring the
semantic relevance between them. Thus, it is a challenge to
measure the relevance between ODP category and Probase
entity, since there is a structural difference in the heteroge-
neous knowledge bases. The ODP consists of categories and
documents, whereas Probase consists of concepts and entities.
Therefore, it is demanding to find a common representation
of semantic information that can be shared between them.

As a solution to this problem, we represent ODP cat-
egories and Probase entities in terms of concepts. In this
paper, we define the concept as a class of entities or cat-
egories within the domain [13]. For example, the Probase
entity “Galaxy Nexus” can include a set of concepts such
as “phone” or “cellular phone”. Likewise, the ODP category
/Shopping/../Cellular Phone can include the concepts such
as “phone” or “cellular phone”. Thus, if an ODP category
and a Probase entity belong to similar classes, their concept
representations will be similar. Based on this observation, we
represent ODP categories and Probase entities in terms of
concept vectors and measure the semantic relevance between
them.

IV. CONCEPT REPRESENTATION OF ODP CATEGORIES

In this section, we describe how to represent ODP categories
in concepts (refer to 1© in Figure 1). Specifically, we introduce
a way for searching for concepts in ODP categories and
representing them as concept vectors. We then explain how
to enrich the diversity of concepts in each ODP category to
better represent its semantics.

A. Representing ODP Category with Concept Vector

We represent ODP categories using concepts. However,
there is no concept information in the ODP, which makes
difficult to represent concept vectors of ODP categories. Thus,
we propose a methodology for finding related concepts in
each ODP category. Given a set of ODP documents, we
break down the ODP document into text segments. Then, we
match syntactic relationships between segments and concepts
in Probase. We regard these segments as candidate concepts
in the ODP category.

After searching for concepts in ODP documents, we mea-
sure representativeness of each candidate concept in ODP
category. To measure representativeness, we apply the tf -
idf scheme. Specially, we use tf because concepts of high
frequency in ODP document are likely to be more important

and descriptive for the ODP category. Likewise, we use df
because it discriminates the degree of semantic importance
of a concept. We use df from the documents in both of
the knowledge bases, the ODP and Probase. We compute a
concept weight w(ct) in the ODP category t as follows:

w (ct) = cwodp · log (cwodp) · cwpro · log (cwpro) , (2)

where

cwodp =
tf (ct)

log (dfodp (ct))
, cwpro =

tf (ct)

log (dfpro (ct))
. (3)

cwodp and cwpro are the tf -idf based concept weights in
category t. dfodp and dfpro is the number of source documents
from ODP and Probase where concept ct appears. tf (ct) is
a term frequency of concept ct appeared in ODP category t.
We take the logarithm to make concepts with low frequencies
have low weights in the ODP concept vector.

B. Enriching Concept Information of ODP Category

When we represent ODP categories as concept vectors, we
encounter the scarcity problem of concept lists in each ODP
category. This problem is caused by the deficiency of training
data in each ODP category. In our experiment regarding the
ODP, approximately 72% of ODP categories have less than
five documents classified into themselves. The deficiency of
training documents leads to the poor concept representation of
an ODP category, which complicates the measurement of the
relatedness between an ODP category and a Probase entity.

As a solution to this problem, motivated by [1], [10], we
increase the number of concepts in an ODP category using
the hierarchy structure of the ODP. Specifically, we increase
the number of concepts that are found in the descendants of
a specific ODP category. Thus, we enrich the diversity of a
concept vector,

−−→
c(t)′ in the ODP category t as follows:

Let
−−→
c(t)′ be the enriched concept vector of ODP category t,

we merge the concept vector of the descendant ODP categories
as follows:
−−→
c(t)′ = α ·

−−→
c(t) + (1− α) · 1

|child(t)|
∑

tk∈child(t)

−−−→
c(tk)

′, (4)

where child(t) is a set of child categories of the ODP
category t and

−−→
c(t) is a concept vector of the ODP category

t. Enriched concept vector
−−→
c(t)′ is a linear combination of

concept vector
−−→
c(t) and the sum of enriched concept vectors

of child categories of ODP category t.

V. ENRICHING ODP CATEGORIES WITH PROBASE
ENTITIES

In this section, we describe how to enrich the semantics
of ODP categories with Probase entities. Specifically, we
introduce how to represent Probase entities with concepts. We
then measure the semantic relevance between an ODP category
and a Probase entity. Finally, we add Probase entities to the
related ODP categories based on the semantic relevance.



A. Concept Representation of Probase Entity

The second part of the methodology (refer to 2© in Figure 1)
is to represent Probase entities with concepts. Given a specific
Probase entity, we obtain a list of related concepts, which are
already provided in Probase. For example, the related concepts
of the Probase entity “Galaxy Nexus” include “smartphone”,
“product” or “multi touch phone”. Among these concepts,
however, humans are less likely to associate the entity “Galaxy
Nexus” with general concepts, such as “product” because they
are used with many entities. Likewise, specific concepts, such
as “multi touch phone” cannot be regarded as representative
because they are not frequently used with entities.

To assign appropriate concepts to entities, many researchers
[12], [15], [16] rely on a probabilistic approach called typical-
ity. In this paper, we borrow the typicality proposed by [16] as
a score function. This function assigns a high representative
score to concepts that are not too general nor specific. We
compute typicality score w (ce) of the Probase entity e as
follows:

w (ce) = P (e|c) · P (c|e) , (5)

where

P (e|c) = n (c, e)∑
ei∈c n (c, ei)

, P (c|e) = n (c, e)∑
e∈ci n (ci, e)

.

(6)

n (c, e) is the co-occurrence of c and e. This frequency
information is already provided in Probase. P (e|c) is the
typical score of Probase entity e in Probase concept c, and
it assigns higher scores to specific concepts of the entity e. In
contrast, P (c|e) is the typical score of Probase concept c for
entity e, and it assigns higher scores to more general concepts
of entity e. Thus, consideration of both P (e|c) and P (c|e)
facilitates assigning a high representative score to concepts that
are not too general or specific. After scoring the typicality of
all concepts of the entity e, we selectively choose the concepts,
whose typicality scores exceed a certain threshold β, based on
our preliminary experiments.

B. Relevance between ODP Category and Probase Entity

The last part of the methodology (refer to 3© in Figure 1)
is to measure the semantic relevance between ODP category
and Probase entity. We compare concept vectors of an ODP
category and a Probase entity. For example, the ODP category
/Shopping/../Cellular Phone and the Probase entity “Galaxy
Nexus” are similar, since they share common concepts, such
as “phone” or “cellular phone”.

Given an ODP category t and a Probase entity e, we define
the semantic relevance score rel(t, e) between ODP category
and Probase entity as follows:

rel (t, e) =
∑
ct∈T

∑
ce∈E

sim (ct, ce) · w (ct) · w (ce) , (7)

where T is a set of concepts in concept vector of the ODP
category t, and E is a set of concepts in concept vector of

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF DATASETS

Training Dataset
ODP Categories 796,902

Documents 3,917,043

Probase Entities 6,215,858
Concepts 2,359,856

Test Dataset Probase Entity Entities 115
News Texts 100

Probase entity e. In addition, sim(ct, ce) is a similarity score
between two concepts ct and ce, which is already provided in
Probase. w(ct) is concept vector of ODP category t and w(ce)
is concept vector of Probase entity e.

Next, we measure the semantic relevance for all categories
and re-scale this scores as a probability using softmax. Based
on this probability, we rank ODP categories for the Probase
entity and select the top-k ODP categories as related categories
for the Probase entity. Finally, we add the Probase entity into
the related ODP categories (refer to 4© in Figure 1).

VI. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset

Table I shows statistics of the datasets and Table II shows
the selected parameter values. These values are determined
empirically.

1) ODP Dataset: We use the ODP RDF dump, released
on October 2014, from the original ODP dataset. It contains
796,902 ODP categories and 3,917,043 web pages. To obtain a
well-organized taxonomy, we apply heuristic rules described in
[1]. As a result, we use 4,521 categories to build a taxonomy.

2) Probase Dataset: We use the Probase dataset, released
on July 2013, to enrich the ODP-based text classification. It
contains 6,215,858 entities and 2,359,856 concepts. To utilize
only representative concepts for Probase entities, we choose
the concepts whose the typicality scores (β) exceed 0.004,
based on our preliminary experiments. Then, we select Probase
entity that has at least one concept representing the Probase
entity. As a result, 1,000,500 Probase entities are used for
enriching the semantics of ODP categories.

3) Probase Entity Dataset: We use Probase entity dataset
to evaluate the matching performance between ODP categories
and entities. We evaluate this to show that our proposed meth-
ods helps to enrich the ODP categories with the semantically
related entities. This dataset is randomly selected 115 entities
from Probase, covering different topics such as fashion, movie,
sports, and health.

4) News Dataset: We use New York Times (NYT) news
dataset to evaluating the classification performance on a real-
world dataset. We select five categories: art, business, fashion,
movie, and sports in the news categories. Then, we randomly
collect approximately 20 news articles from these news cate-
gories, where each news article includes at least one Probase
entity. We use precision at k as an evaluation metric in the
same fashion as [5].



TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTING

Notation Meaning Value

α merge ratio 0.7
β typicality threshold 0.004
τ weight of entity 0.8
k top-k categories 5

B. Experimental Setup

For the assessment, three researchers manually assess the
ODP categories obtained by the ODP-based text classifiers
according to three scales: relevant, somewhat relevant and not
relevant. We use precision at k as an evaluation metric for
both of the Probase Entity dataset and the news dataset. For
each entity or news, we manually annotate the top-k categories
selected by each method and we measure the precision at each
position k. For example, if three categories out of the top-five
categories are relevant, then the precision at five is measured
to be 0.6.

We evaluate the performance of the following five models:
• ODP: The ODP-based text classifier [10]. It is the base-

line for the ODP-based text classification.
• ODP + Wiki: The ODP-based text classification enriched

with Wikipedia phrases and relevant hyperlinks [5]. It
is the state-of-the-art method for the ODP-based text
classification.

• ODP + Probasepath: The ODP-based text classification
enriched with Probase entities. This method obtains con-
cepts of each ODP category from its path information.
It represents ODP categories as the tf based concept
vectors.

• ODP + Probasetf : The ODP-based text classification
enriched with Probase entities. This method obtains con-
cepts of each ODP category from web pages in the ODP
category. It represents ODP categories as the tf based
concept vectors.

• ODP + Probasetf idf (proposed model): The ODP-
based text classification enriched with Probase entities.
This method obtains concepts of each ODP category
from web pages in the ODP category. It represents ODP
categories as the tf -idf based concept vectors.

C. Experimental Results

1) Parameter Setting: Table II shows the parameters of our
methodology. We set the merge ratio (α) as 0.7 to generate
merged-concept vectors. We selectively choose the concepts
whose the typicality scores (β) exceed 0.004, based on our
preliminary experiments. If typicality score of the concept is
less than 0.004, it means the concept is too general or specific
concept.

We use the parameter τ to determine the optimal ratio of
Probase entities and ODP words when we classify the text.
We set parameters as follows: τ × Probase entity + (1-τ ) ×
ODP words. Figure 4 shows the classification performance
based on different parameters. We find that the performance

of text classification increases as τ increased, up to 0.8; the
curve reaches a peak at τ = 0.8. We observe that raising the
importance of entity improves text classification performance.
In addition, we find that when τ = 1.0, the performance
significantly decreased. This suggests that both ODP terms
and added Probase entities contribute largely to the ODP-based
text classification. In the rest of the experiments, we therefore
set τ to 0.8.

Fig. 4. Classification Performance on News Dataset (4,521 ODP categories)
based on Different τ (weight of entity word)

TABLE III
MATCHING RESULTS ON PROBASE ENTITY DATASET (4,521 ODP

CATEGORIES)

Method Precision@1 Precision@3 Precision@5

ODP + Wiki [5] 0.505 0.460 0.455 ‡
ODP + Probasepath 0.285 ‡ 0.339 ‡ 0.322 ‡
ODP + Probasetf 0.171 ‡ 0.178 ‡ 0.164 ‡

ODP + Probasetf idf 0.590 0.578 0.568

2) Results on Matching Performance: Table III shows
the matching performance on Probase entity dataset. In this
experiment, we exclude the matched result of ODP method
because this method only utilizes the ODP knowledge base
without adding entities. In result, our proposed method
ODP+Probasetf idf outperforms ODP+Wiki by 17%, 26%,
and 25% on precision at one, precision at three, and precision
at five, respectively. This implies that our proposed method
helps to enrich the ODP categories with the semantically re-
lated entities, since it grasps the semantic relationship between
ODP category and Probase entity very well.

In addition, compared with ODP + Probasepath, ODP
+ Probasetf idf achieves much better performance, which
implies that increasing the diversity of concepts in each ODP
category helps to represent ODP categories more semanti-
cally. Lastly, compared with ODP + Probasetf , ODP +
Probasetf idf achieves much better performance. It demon-
strates the effectiveness of adopting document frequency when
we represent ODP categories as a concept vectors.

To demonstrate statistical significance, we also perform the
t-test on the classification results. The dagger symbol (†)



indicates a p-value<0.05, while the double dagger symbol (‡)
indicates a p-value<0.01.

TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON NEWS DATASET (4,521 ODP CATEGORIES)

Method Precision@1 Precision@3 Precision@5

ODP [10] 0.550 † 0.533 0.494
ODP + Wiki [5] 0.590 0.566 0.572 †

ODP + Probasetf idf 0.640 0.583 0.576

3) Results on News Dataset: Table IV shows the clas-
sification performance on news dataset. In result, the pro-
posed method ODP + Probasetf idf outperforms all the
other methods. It shows that enriching the semantics of ODP
categories with Probase entities facilitates the large-scale text
classification. More specifically, ODP + Probasetf idf and
ODP + Wiki have better performance than ODP, which means
additional knowledge is useful to improve the performance
of the ODP-based text classification. Morever, the proposed
method ODP + Probasetf idf has better performance than
ODP + Wiki. It means that enriching the ODP categories with
the semantically related entities improves actual classification
performance. We give a more detailed qualitative analysis in
the next subsection.

D. Qualitative Analysis

Table V shows the matching results for entity “Galaxy
Nexus”. The bold ODP category is the correctly matched
ODP category with the entity. In matching result from ODP
+ Wiki, there are two correctly matched ODP categories for
“Galaxy Nexus”. In contrast, all ODP categories from ODP +
Probasetf idf are correctly matched ODP categories with the
entity. It shows that ODP + Probasetf idf grasps the semantic
relationship between ODP category and Probase entity better
than ODP + Wiki.

Table VI shows the classification result for the query
“Galaxy Nexus Spec” including the entity “Galaxy Nexus”.
In the ODP result, it misclassifies the text into science-related
ODP category because there is no information about the entity
“Galaxy Nexus” in ODP. In contrast, ODP + Probasetf idf

or ODP + Wiki correctly classify the text into phone-related
categories since they can understand the semantic meaning
of “Galaxy Nexus”. Thus, adding entities to the relevant
ODP category facilitates the text classification. In th e case
of the proposed method ODP + Probasetf idf , there are
more correctly classified categories compared with ODP +
Wiki. It shows that our proposed model grasps the semantic
relationship between ODP category and Probase entity very
well and it improves text classification performance.

VII. RELATED WORK

In text classification, many studies use machine learning
techniques, such as support vector machine (SVM) [17] and
Naive Bayes [18] with bag-of-words (BoW) features. Due
to the limitations of the BoW approach, many approaches

have been developed for enriching semantic information by
leveraging search engines or external knowledge base.

To obtain semantics information through search engines,
[19] and [20] have expanded input text using search engines
for classification. This approach differs from our proposed
method in that it enriches the semantics of the input text.
However, this expansion may not be suitable for real-time
applications because it is very time consuming and heavily
dependent on the quality of search engine [21].

In another line of work, several studies [5], [22] have
enriched the semantics of categories in classifier using knowl-
edge base, such as Wikipedia or WordNet. In particular, [5]
has employed Wikipedia to enrich the semantics of ODP
categories with phrases and hyperlinks for the ODP-based text
classification. However, the coverage of additional semantic in-
formation is limited because the average number of Wikipedia
phrases per ODP document is approximately 0.5 [5]. In
addition, it might contain Wikipedia phrases, which have little
relevance to the ODP category, such as Wikipedia phrase “ser-
vice plan” in the ODP category /Shopping/../Cellular Phone.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have sought to enrich the semantics of
ODP categories with Probase entities to better understand the
semantics of text. Our proposed scheme has involved three
tasks. First, we have represented each ODP category and
Probase entity with concept representations. Second, we have
measured the semantic relevance between an ODP category
and a Probase entity. Finally, we have enriched ODP categories
with related Probase entities based on the measured semantic
relevance. We have verified the superiority of our proposed
methodology in large-scale text classification on a real-world
dataset. We plan to apply the proposed methodology to real-
world applications, including contextual advertising and mo-
bile advertising.
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